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– using AI and analytics

In this whitepaper, we will introduce you to concrete practical met-
hods where analytics is used to eff ectively optimize customer ser-
vice, sales, employee satisfaction, and costs in your service organi-
zation.

In this paper, analytics refers to a speech and text recognition pro-
cess that automatically captures, analyzes, and categorizes recor-
ded customer dialogues. 

Using machine learning and artifi cial intelligence, the conversati-
ons are quickly transformed into valuable insights about individual 
customers and employee conversation patterns. These insights can 
be used for improvement initiatives to benefi t both your customers 
and your business.

Optimization of 
customer service and sales



Typical challenges

In any service organization - be it Customer Service, Helpdesk, Hotline, Citizen Service, 
or another service organization - there are 2 types of employees: agents who work dire-
ctly with customers and those who assist these agents.

Customer-facing agents create the results - good or bad - during many short customer 
conversations. Specialists, trainers, and managers have the primary task of equipping 
the agents with the best possible skills, knowledge, systems, and right processes.

An immediate basic condition of good customer conversations is that the content of the 
conversation is only visible and accessible to the agent and the customer. Therefore, it is 
particularly challenging to gain the necessary insight into the conversation in order for 
the quality and service experience to be improved.

Technology for Conversational analysis – in some cases known as just analytics, as this 
type of analysis can be done across conversations and written channels – has become 
available for practitioners over the past 3-4 years. These tools help gain the necessary 
insights in an easier way.
Despite of the relatively young history for practical application,  this technology has been 
discussed and developed for more than 20 years. It is only now becoming available - and 
it does not require a PhD in data science to work with.  At the same time, this technology 
is now also available in the Scandinavian languages, which increases the usability signi-
fi cantly.

In this whitepaper, we will introduce you to practical methods that contribute to an ef-
fective optimization of customer experience, sales, employee satisfaction, and costs in 
your organization. The amazing thing is that the same levers will lead to a simultaneous 
improvement in all other KPIs.

27 %

That’s how much your team can increase customer satisfaction if they know where to 
focus. If your agents answer simple inquiries in under 3 minutes, they’ll be able to gain 
27% more happy customers.

25 %

The potential is great if you focus on employee training and try to minimize situations 
where the agent has to ask a colleague. In fact, customer satisfaction is 25% lower if the-
re is more than 30% silence in a conversation.



An introduction to analytics 

Analytics is a speech and text recognition process that automatically captures, analyzes, 
and categorises call recordings. Using machine learning and AI, the recordings are trans-
formed into valuable insights about the customers as well as the employees’ conversa-
tion patterns, which can be used to create improvement initiatives based on customer 
inqueries.

Capturi’s analytics platform captures and analyzes data from customer conversations as 
they happen. The results are made available in a user-friendly and cloud-based platform.

The platform analyzes both phrases and context, providing a quick and simple overview 
of customers’ most frequently asked questions and the best employees’ techniques. A 
simple example is to compare conversations with forthcoming language, such as ”please 
understand” and ”sorry”, with conversations that does not contain forthcoming langu-
age. In this particular case, analytics can be used to evaluate whether you will get more 
satisfi ed customers using this type of technique.

From control to learning culture

Analytics is an extremely powerful tool that creates unique transparency into the custo-
mer conversation. This transparency can create insecurity for employees if it is not hand-
led wisely. Therefore, the mindset and culture of the organization and its leaders regar-
ding the use of the tool is absolutely critical to its success. 

In short, you will need to create a culture based on development rather than control. The-
refore, it is important that managers and coaches create trust around the use of the tool, 
and develop a clear framework and purpose for action.

The focus should therefore be on creating a culture of learning and development rather 
than simply achieving individual KPIs.

An ideal learning culture is typically characterized by:

• It is okay to fail, experiment, and test diff erent ways of communicating.
• Coaching and education is something that happens methodically and continuously 

throughout the year.
• Coaching and education takes place with your customers rather than in a classroom.
• Becoming more skilled is the agent’s own responsibility, but qualifi ed training and 

well-trained coaches should be provided to help.



Multi-level optimization loop

An optimization loop consists of the following four phases: 

1. Customer dialogue
2. Insight
3. Concrete improvement
4. New customer dialogue. 
The loop takes place with a view to improvements at various levels.

Improvement and optimization based on analytics insights can be achieved in relation to:

• The strategic level, where the company uses the insights into customer desires, cust-
omer behaviour, and customer satisfaction as decision tools in their strategic plan-
ning.

• The tactical level, where the service organization or underlying business units change 
products, prices, services, or processes.

• The individual level, where each agent acquires new skills and uses them in practice.

To get the best results, it is important to use analytics as a practical method that leads to 
concrete improvements. Otherwise, insights remain just insights with little or no impact.

The individual optimization loop – co-listening

For years, co-listening has been our preferred method for training and developing staff  
in customer dialogues.

With analytics, we have the tool to take co-listening to new heights of effi  ciency and ef-
fectiveness.

Now, we can actively use the analyzed call recordings rather than patiently sitting by the 
agent’s side and waiting for the right insights.

Co-listening is an educational method based on a number of essential principles for eff e-
ctive training and development in a service environment. It should be:

... practically oriented and aimed at getting the agents to be able to recognize new skills 
in the customer dialogue, and not just from a training room. It is based on a 70-20-10 
learning principle, which emphasizes the importance of the practical dimension in lear-
ning. More specifi cally, agents will gain the most skills when they do their work in everyd-
ay life - that is, when they are in contact with customers. The learning eff ect is thus 
greater in dialogue with customers than it is in the training room. However, the condition 
for the increase in competence is that the employees are aware of the techniques. This 
awareness can be achieved partly through focused self-refl ection by agent, and partly 
through feedback and coaching.



... individually based because each agent has their own challenges in understanding is-
sues and potential, and in being able to putting the new input into practice.

... balanced between the diff erent considerations and interests that are inevitably pre-
sent between customer, company, and agent. For example, customer experience, talk 
time, and employee satisfaction cannot be separated, as they stem from the same skills, 
knowledge, and habits. Therefore, KPIs should be set with the same balance.

... continuously implemented in close collaboration between agent and coach.

The co-listening fl ow consists of the following:

• Preperation 
• Initial dialogue
• Listening and evaluation
• Feedback
• Choice of focal points 
• Self-coaching
• Continuous focus on self-coaching

Analytics eff ectively support preparation, assessments, feedback, and coaching. Using 
analytics for co-listening provides signifi cant benefi ts compared to traditional co-liste-
ning on live calls:

• Better educational impact - hearing and seeing your own customer dialogues is hig-
hly eff ective.

• Higher productivity for coaches, i.e. they can conduct more sessions and create more 
impact with the same amount of time spent.

To implement co-listening initiatives we recommend the use of the simple and cloud-ba-
sed tool performerWIZ.

The tool is integrated with the analytics platform from Capturi so that conversations can 
be listened to directly in performerWIZ. The tool supports:

• setting up co-listening schedules.
• scoring and qualitative assessment of the analyzed call recordings.
• continuous feedback and agreements with the employees in relation to traning and 

self-coaching activities - including coaching report to all agents.
• maintaining notes for other coaches.
• benchmark reports that enable streamlining of future coaching sessions.
• conducting calibration sessions where coaches listen to call recordings, on the basis 

of which they calibrate the desired levels of competence.



The tactical and strategic learning loop

As a decision-maker in or around a service organization with many customer dialogues, 
you probably recognize the feeling of not being included in major budgeting decisions.

On one side is the customer service organisation with all its - potential - knowledge about 
customer behaviour and wishes. On the other side is the management and the business 
units’ hunger for this very knowledge.

But it no longer has to be that way. With analytics, ”we think” becomes ”we know”, and 
structured knowledge becomes available for decision-making at diff erent levels.

In this way, the service organization can achieve a completely diff erent position in the 
company, where the value-creation consists of much more than the service task itself.

Just as with individual learning, it is crucial that the tactical and strategic learning loop is 
put into a practical methodology and process.

An analytics unit located in the service organization with very few resources processes 
the insights generated by a range of tools including analytics across the channels you 
would normally use. This is made available to the organization at diff erent levels and with 
a practical meeting and reporting structure:

• Here and now: The ability to nip issues in the bud with proactive communication or 
rapid action.

• Business optimization: Optimization of processes, prices, services, products, etc.
• Strategy: Decision-making basis for strategy and business planning.

Get started

Analytics has become available in practice with an ease of use, recognition rate, and 
price level where the vast majority will be able to access it, and the potential benefi ts are 
very high at all levels of the company.

So whatever your size, and whether you are a B2C, B2B, Citizen Service, or other type 
of organization, there are good reasons to look at how you can get started reaping the 
rewards of analytics.

In this white paper, we have outlined practical ways of applying the technology, and it is 
crucial that the technology is put into a practical application framework. This is the only 
way to ensure that insights can be transformed in to actual change. Because Insights are 
only valuable if they are put into practice.

Enjoy optimizing customer service and sales using analytics.
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